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Logline:  

Trust begins to fade as secrets are kept 
 

Characters:  
 

Kate Jones - A 24-year-old intern at a law firm who enjoys travelling, going to the movies and 
escapology. She is exciting and entertaining, but can also be very boring and a bit lazy. She is 
average-height with fair skin, ginger hair and blue eyes.  
 
Andy Parker - A 25-year-old management consultant who enjoys camping, baking and running. 
He is loveable and creative, but can also be very snobbish and a bit untidy. Andy is in pretty 
good shape. He is very tall with olive skin, brown hair and blue eyes. 

 
 

Back Story:  
 

Kate grew up in an upper class neighbourhood. Her parents separated when she was small, but 
remained friends and provided a happy, stable home. However became rebellious, joining a 
gang and terrorising the locals with her ex. Wanting to get her life back, her and new boyfriend 
Andy move into the house she used to live in when younger. 
 
Andy grew up in an upper class neighbourhood. After his mother died when he was born, He 
was raised by his father. This allowed him to understand how to love everyone in different ways 
and how to act towards females. 
 
 

Synopsis 
 

Kate 24 and Andy 35 are getting ready to start a new life together. Buying their very first house 
together after a long and boring life, staying with his parents. Unfortunately the trust begins to 
fade as secrets are kept. Will their relationship end or will they reflect on the situation?  
 

Scene Breakdown:  
As the scene starts you see Andy and Kate moving their items into the apartment, Kate is 
stressed as she doesnt want to move but knows she has no choice as the house has already 



 

been paid for. A montage is used to show the progression of the decorating at the house to 
show that they have just moved in. 
Kate starts to get phone calls from an unknown number giving her an option to save Andy or to 
do all the cruel things she is told to do, this causes her and andy to argue and Kate ends up 
leaving without saying why.  
Andy gets worried of why she left and why she has been gone for so long he starts to  call her 
mobile for it be cut off each time After a few hours of walking out Kate returns but soon after 
gets questioned by Andy as to where she’s been, Kate struggles to come up with an answer 
replying with blunt answers  
Andy feels to blame so to make it up to Kate he lays the living room up in a romantic way, 
lighting candles in a heart shape, blankets over the sofa and her favourite film set on the telly 
with melted chocolate and strawberries.  


